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Abstract
One of the key infrastructure components in all telecommunication networks, ranging from the telephone network,
to VC-oriented data networks, to the Internet, is its signaling system. Two broad approaches towards signaling can
be identified: so-called hard-state and soft-state approaches. Despite the fundamental importance of signaling, our
understanding of these approaches - their pros and cons and the circumstances in which they might best be employed
- is mostly anecdotal (and occasionally religious). In this paper, we compare and contrast a variety of signaling
approaches ranging from a “pure” soft state, to soft-state approaches augmented with explicit state removal and/or
reliable signaling, to a “pure” hard state approach. We develop an analytic model that allows us to quantify state
inconsistency in single- and multiple-hop signaling scenarios, and the “cost” (both in terms of signaling overhead,
and application-specific costs resulting from state inconsistency) associated with a given signaling approach and its
parameters (e.g., state refresh and removal timers). Among the class of soft-state approaches, we find that a soft-state
approach coupled with explicit removal substantially improves the degree of state consistency while introducing little
additional signaling message overhead. The addition of reliable explicit setup/update/removal allows the soft-state
approach to achieve comparable (and sometimes better) consistency than that of the hard-state approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the key infrastructure components in all telecommunication networks, ranging from the telephone network,
to VC-oriented data networks, to the Internet, is its signaling system. Two broad classes of signaling approaches can be
identified: so-called hard-state and soft-state approaches. Between these two extremes lie signaling approaches that in
practice borrow various mechanisms from each. Despite the fundamental importance of signaling, our understanding
of these two approaches - their pros and cons and the circumstances in which they might best be employed is still not
well understood.
Broadly speaking, we associate the term “soft-state” with signaling approaches in which installed state “times out”
(and is removed) unless periodically “refreshed” by the receipt of a signaling message (typically from the entity that
initially installed the state) indicating that the state should continue to remain installed. Since unrefreshed state will
eventually timeout, soft-state signaling requires neither explicit state removal nor a procedure to remove orphaned state
should the state-installer crash. Similarly, since state installation and refresh messages will be followed by subsequent
2periodic refresh messages, reliable signaling is not required. The term “soft-state” was coined by Clark [3], who
described the notion of periodic state refresh messages being sent by an end system, and suggested that with such
refresh messages, state could be lost in a crash and then automatically restored by subsequent refresh messages - all
transparently to the end system, and without invoking any explicit crash-recovery procedures:
“... the state information would not be critical in maintaining the desired type of service associated with the
flow. Instead, that type of service would be enforced by the end points, which would periodically send messages
to ensure that the proper type of service was being associated with the flow. In this way, the state information
associated with the flow could be lost in a crash without permanent disruption of the service features being used.
I call this concept “soft state,” and it may very well permit us to achieve our primary goals of survivability and
flexibility...”
Roughly speaking, then, the essence of a soft-state approach is the use of best-effort periodic state-installation/refresh
by the state-installer and state-removal-by-timeout at the state-holder. Soft-state approaches have been taken in numer-
ous protocols, including RSVP [19], SRM [9], PIM [6], [5], [7], SIP[10] and IGMP[4].
“Hard-state” signaling takes the converse approach to soft state - installed state remains installed unless explicitly
removed by the receipt of a state-teardown message from the state-installer. Since state remains installed unless explic-
itly removed, hard-state signaling requires a mechanism to remove orphaned state that remains after the state-installer
has crashed or departed without removing state. Similarly, since state installation and removal are performed only once
(and without state refresh or state timeout), it is important for the state-installer to know when state has been installed or
removed. Reliable (rather than best-effort) signaling protocols are thus typically associated with hard-state protocols.
Roughly speaking, then, the essence of a hard-state approach is the reliable and explicit installation and removal of
state information. Hard-state approaches have been taken in protocols such as ST-II[13], [17] and Q.2931b[14].
Between the extremes of a pure hard-state approach and a pure soft-state approach lie many protocols that have
adopted elements of each approach. Indeed, protocols that were initially conceived as pure soft-state protocols have
adopted a number of hard-state mechanisms (often as extensions) over time. For example, in IGMPv1[4], soft-state
timeout at a router was used to detect the departure of previously registered hosts; IGMPv2/v3 [8], [2] later added
an explicit leave message to allow a host to explicitly inform the state-holding router of its departure. In the original
RSVP [19], PATH and RESV state installation messages were transmitted best-effort under the assumption that the
loss of a signaling message would be recovered from via a later refresh message; ACK-based reliable signaling was
introduced as an extension to RSVP in [1] and was also suggested in [12]. RSVP has also provided for explicit
(although optional) removal of filter specifications since its conception. Hard-state protocols have adopted elements of
the soft-state approach as well. In the ST-II hard-state signaling protocol, periodic HELLO messages serve to inform
the HELLO sender that all is well with its neighbors, and that its own state that relies on a given neighbor is still valid
- an implicit refreshing of its state.
Given the blurred distinctions between hard-state and soft-state approaches and the fact that protocols that fall
into one category will adopt mechanisms typically associated with the other, we believe that the crucial issue is not
whether a hard-state or a soft-state approach is better in some absolute sense. Instead, we believe that the more
fundamental question is to understand how the mechanisms that have evolved into being included in various hard-state
and soft-state signaling protocols can best be used in given situations, and why. The goal of this paper is to answer
3this question.
In this paper, we thus compare and contrast a variety of signaling approaches ranging from a “pure” soft-state
approach, to soft-state approaches augmented with explicit remote state removal and/or reliable signaling, to a “pure”
hard-state approach. We define a set of generic protocols that lie along this spectrum, and develop a unified parameter-
ized analytic model that allows us to quantify a key performance metric associated with a given signaling protocol - the
fraction of time that the state of the state-installer and the state-holder are inconsistent [15]. We also quantify the “cost”
(both in terms of signaling overhead, and application-specific costs resulting from state inconsistency) associated with
a given signaling approach and its parameter values (e.g., state refresh and removal timeout intervals). Among the
class of soft-state approaches, we find that a soft-state approach coupled with explicit removal substantially improves
state consistency, while introducing little additional signaling message overhead. The addition of reliable explicit
setup/update/removal further allows the soft-state approach to achieve comparable (and sometimes better) consistency
than that of the hard-state approach.
Our work focuses on evaluating the performance of different signaling protocols. However, there are other non-
performance-oriented complexity of various signaling approaches (e.g., the complexity of protocol implementation),
which may be examined by other evaluation mechanisms, and is beyond the scope of this paper.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In section II, we describe five different signaling protocols
that incorporate various hard-state and soft-state mechanisms, and qualitatively discuss the factors that will influence
performance. Section III-A presents an analytic model for examining the performance of these approaches in the
single-hop case, and compares their performance. Section III-B considers the multi-hop case. Section IV discusses
related work. Finally, section V summarizes this paper and discusses future work.
II. SOFT-STATE, HARD-STATE AND PROTOCOLS IN BETWEEN
Fig. 1. Signaling sender and receiver: messages and mechanisms
In this section, we describe the operation of five different abstract signaling protocols. These protocols differ in the
manner in which state is installed, maintained, and removed, and whether selected signaling messages are transported
best-effort or reliably. We will consider a single node (that we will refer to as the “signaling sender”) that wishes
4to install, maintain, and eventually remove (or have removed) state at a remote node (that we will refer to as the
“signaling receiver”). We consider the simple, but illustrative, example of a signaling sender having a local state value
that it wishes to install at the signaling receiver. When the signaling sender state value equals the signaling receiver’s
installed state value, we will say that the values are consistent [15]; otherwise the sender and receiver state values are
inconsistent. Our goal here is not to model a specific signaling protocol such as RSVP or Q2931b, but rather to capture
the essential aspects of identifiably different approaches towards signaling. After describing the protocols, we then
consider the performance metrics by which these protocols can be evaluated, and qualitatively discuss the factors that
will impact performance.
We will consider the following five approaches:
Pure soft-state (SS): In this approach, the signaling sender sends a trigger message [1] that contains state in-
stallation or update information to the signaling receiver, and starts a state refresh timer (with value  ). When the
state-refresh timer expires, the signaling sender sends out a refresh message [19] containing the most up-to-date sig-
naling state information, and resets the refresh timer. Trigger and refresh message are sent in a best-effort (unreliable)
manner. When a trigger or refresh message is received at the signaling receiver, the corresponding signaling state
information is recorded and a state-timeout timer (with value  ) associated with this state is started (or restarted if it
was already running). Signaling state at the signaling receiver is removed only when its state-timeout timer expires;
that is, state will be maintained as long as the receiver continues to receive refresh messages before the state-timeout
timer expires. This timeout could occur because the signaling sender is no longer sending refresh messages (because
its local state has been removed and it thus wants the remote state to be removed at the signaling receiver), or because
refresh messages have been lost in transmission, and have resulted in a state timeout at the signaling receiver. We will
refer to the latter case as false removal of state, since the signaling sender did not intend for this state to be removed.
Soft-state with Explicit Removal (SS+ER) signaling: SS+ER is similar to the SS approach, with the addition
of an explicit state-removal message. When state is removed at the signaling sender, the sender sends a best effort
(unreliable) signaling message to the signaling receiver carrying explicit state-removal information. State refresh and
trigger messages, and state-timeout timer are all employed as in the case of SS.
Soft-State with Reliable Trigger messages (SS+RT): SS+RT is similar to SS with two important additions.
First, trigger messages are transmitted reliably in SS+RT. Each time a trigger message is transmitted, the sender starts
a retransmission timer (with value  ). On receiving an explicit trigger message, the destination not only updates
signaling state, but also sends an acknowledgment to the sender. If no trigger acknowledgment is received before
the retransmission timer expires, the signaling sender resends the trigger message. Secondly, SS+RT also employs a
notification mechanism in which the signaling destination informs the signaling sender about state removals due to
state-timeout timer expiration. This allows the signaling sender to recover from false removal by sending a new trigger
message.
Soft-State with Reliable Trigger/Removal message (SS+RTR) : SS+RTR is similar to the SS+RT approach,
except that the SS+RTR approach uses reliable messages to handle not only state setup/update but also state removal.
Hard-State (HS) approach: In the HS approach, reliable explicit messages are used to setup, update and remove
state at the signaling receiver. Neither refresh messages nor soft-state timeout removal mechanisms are employed. A
crucial concern with any hard-state protocol is the removal of orphaned state at the signaling receiver. Because the
hard-state protocol lacks the timeout of state removal, it must rely on an external signal to detect that it is holding
5orphaned state. This signal can be generated for example, by a separate heartbeat protocol whose job is to detect when
the signaling sender crashes and then inform the signaling receiver of this event. Alternatively, the external signal
might be generated via a notification from a lower layer protocol at the signaling receiver that had an association with
a lower layer protocol at the signaling sender and hence can detect signaling sender crashes. Once such an external
notification (signal) is received, the hard-state signaling approach cleans up the orphaned signaling state associated
with the signaling sender. One complicating factor is that of false notication - the external signal may falsely detect
a signaling sender crash (this would occur, for example, if a series of heartbeat messages were lost, but the signaling
sender was still operational). As in the case of SS+RT, false notification can be repaired by having the signaling receiver
notify the signaling sender (if it exists) that its orphaned state has been removed. A signaling sender whose state has
been incorrectly removed can then send a new trigger message.
Figure 1 illustrates the messages and mechanisms used by the signaling sender and receiver in the various signaling
protocols.
In the following section, we will develop a unified parameterized analytic model that allows us to quantify a key
metric associated with a given signaling protocol - the fraction of time that the state of the state-installer and the state-
holder are consistent (i.e., have the same value). Clearly, we would like this value to be as close to 1 as possible. In
addition to quantifying consistency, we would also like to quantify the cost associated with a given signaling approach
and the level of consistency it is able to achieve. One aspect of this cost will be the signaling message rate itself. A
second aspect of this cost is the cost associated with being in an inconsistent state. For example, in IGMP, when an end
host leaves without signaling its departure to its edge router, multicast data will continue to flow towards the receiver
(even though the receiving host is no longer in the multicast group) - a cost. In the case of a hierarchical peer-to-peer
file-sharing system in which a client uploads the names of the files it shares to a server when it joins the P2P network,
but then leaves the network without signaling its departure, the inconsistent state at the server will result in other peers
attempting to contact the departed peer - again, a cost. In section 3, the cost function we adopt is a weighted sum of the
signaling overhead and application-specific costs (such as unwanted multicast data flows, or connection attempts to a
departed peer in the examples above).
Before delving into the details of the performance models, let us conclude this section with a qualitative discussion
of the factors that will influence performance:
 Application-specic inconsistency cost. As noted above, these are the costs associated with the signaling sender
and receiver being in inconsistent states. Clearly, when this cost is high, the signaling sender may want to incur a
higher signaling overhead in order to keep the signaling sender and receiver states as consistent as possible.
 Refresh timeout value. As noted in [1], the smaller the value of the refresh timer, the sooner that consistent
state will be installed at the state-holder, and consequently the smaller the application-specific cost due to state
inconsistency. However, this advantage comes at the cost of an increased signaling rate. If the application-specific
cost of inconsistent state is high, however, this increased signaling cost may be warranted.
 Soft-state timeout value. Since this timer is meant to remove state that is not refreshed, we would ideally like
this value to be as small as possible in order to remove orphaned state as soon as the signaling sender departs.
However, too small a timeout value can result in false state removal.
 Signaling message loss. As the probability of message loss becomes higher, we expect that the fraction of time
that the signaling sender and receiver states are inconsistent will also increase, as it will take longer for either a
6message to be delivered reliably, or for a best-effort refresh message to be delivered. In cases of high loss and high
application-specific inconsistency costs, we expect those protocols with explicit reliable transfer to be preferable.
 Number of hops. In certain signaling protocols such as RSVP and AFSP[18], a signaling sender must install
state at multiple nodes between itself and the ultimate signaling destination. As the number of hops increases, the
fraction of time that all nodes are in an inconsistent state will also likely increase.
In the following sections, we will develop an analytic model that will allow us to quantitatively explore these issues
and intuition.
III. MODELING AND ANALYSIS OF SIGNALING APPROACHES
We begin our analysis by considering the simple example of a single node (the “signaling sender”) that can install,
maintain, change, and eventually remove (or have removed) a single piece of state information at a remote node (the
“signaling receiver”). We focus here on a single piece (rather than multiple pieces) of state, as it is conceptually simpler
and the latter can generally be considered as multiple instantiations of the former. The installation, maintenance,
change, and removal of state is accomplished using one of the five abstract signaling approaches described in the
previous section. We assume that the signaling sender and receiver communicate over a network that can delay and
lose, but not reorder, messages.
A. Signaling in a Single-hop System
We first consider a single-hop system, in which the signaling sender and receiver are the only two entities involved
in the signaling protocol. As shown in Figure 2, we can think of the two entities as being connected through a single
S D
(a) single physical hop
S D
(b) multiple physical hops
with end-to-end signaling
Fig. 2. single-hop signaling systems
logical hop, which may consist of one or more physical hops. A number of existing applications and protocols fit
this simple single-hop model. For example, signaling in the IGMP protocol [4] occurs between an end system and its
first-hop router. When the end system joins a multicast group, state indicating this group membership must be installed
in the first-hop router; when the end host leaves the multicast group, this state should be removed from the router.
In certain peer-to-peer file sharing applications such as Kazaa [11], a peer registers its shared files with a server (a
supernode in the case of Kazaa), which then redirects peers seeking a given file to peer nodes that have that file. A
peer’s registration of its files at a supernode is a single-hop signaling process, where the signaling sender is the peer,
the signaling receiver is the supernode, and the signaling state contains the identities of the shared files and the fact the
peer is in the system and serving files.
1) Model Description: Before describing our system model, we first briefly discuss the events that can occur
during the life cycle of a signaling sender/receiver pair.
Signaling state setup. When the signaling session first installs (initializes) its local state, it transmits a signaling
message containing the state to the receiver. After some delay, the signaling message reaches the remote receiver,
enabling both sender and receiver to achieve consistent state.
7Signaling state update. A sender may also update its local state. As in the case of state setup, the sender then
installs the new state value at the receiver. When a sender updates its local state, the sender’s and receiver’s state will
be inconsistent until the update successfully propagates to the receiver.
Signaling state removal. At the end of the lifecycle, the sender will remove its state. At this point, the receiver’s
state should also be removed. Once the sender has removed its state, the receiver’s state is “stale” (inconsistent) until
it is removed. A number of protocol-dependent mechanisms (including state-timeout, and explicit removal messages)
can be used to remove receiver state.
False signaling state removal. The destination may incorrectly remove state, even though the sender is still main-
taining state. This can occur as a result of various protocol-dependent events. For example, in soft-state approaches,
the state-timeout timer could expire at the receiver and remove state, even though the sender is still maintaining state.
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Fig. 3. A continuous time Markov model for signaling approaches in single-hop system
Given these events in the lifecycle of a signaling sender and receiver, we can develop a Markov model, shown in
Figure 3, to capture this behavior. The Markov model’s states are defined as follows. Each state consists of a pair of
values, GIHKJ6L-HNM>OPL where HKJ and HNM refer to the states of the signaling sender and receiver, respectively:
 Markov state GRQKL$STO captures the initial stage of the lifecycle, when signaling state has been installed at the sender
but not at the receiver. This is an inconsistent state, since the sender and receiver’s state values do not match.
 Markov states G!SULVQWO correspond to cases where the sender has removed the state, but the receiver has not. These
states are also inconsistent.
 When the sender and receiver have consistent signaling state, the state of the Markov chain is X .
 When the sender and the destination have different signaling state (i.e., both have installed state, but the state
values are different), the Markov chain is in states YX .
 When the signaling state is removed from both the sender and the receiver, the system enters an absorbing state
represented by Markov state G!SULSTO .
Note that each of the inconsistent states, GRQNLSTO , GVSUL!QWO , and YX are further divided into two separate Markov states
distinguished by subscripts 1 and 2, the purpose of which is to capture protocol-dependent details that we will describe
shortly. In Figure 3, a shaded arrow indicates the initial state of the Markov chain, and the double circled state GVSUL$STO
8is the absorbing Markov state.
The transitions among the Markov states are illustrated in Figure 3 with different line styles indicating the different
events (state setup, state update, state removal and false removal) that cause state transitions. The system parameters
considered in the state transitions are:
Z+[
: signaling state update rate
Z
M : \6]
Z
M is the sender’s mean signaling state lifetime
ZN^
: false state removal rate at receiver
_
: signaling channel delay
`+a : signaling channel loss rate
In addition, we have the following previously-discussed protocol specific parameters:
 : soft-state refresh timer value
 : soft-state state timeout timer value.
 : message retransmission timer value for reliable
transmission
We model the signaling state lifetime and the interval between signaling state updates as exponentially distributed
random variables (with means \>]
Z
M and \>]
Z
[
, respectively), false removal as a Poisson process with rate
Z
^
, and
message losses as independent Bernoulli trials with parameter ` a . Furthermore, we approximate the soft-state refresh
interval, state-timeout interval, message-retransmission interval and channel delay as exponentially distributed random
variables with means  ,  ,  and
_
L respectively.
In Section 2, we discussed five different approaches towards signaling. Each of these approaches can be modeled
using the model shown in Figure 3, with different transition rates (and in some cases disabled transitions) for each
of the approaches. We next describe the model transitions for each of these different signaling approaches. These
transitions are shown either in the model diagram or in Table 1.
Soft-State (SS) model. The initial state of the model, GbQNLSTOPc , corresponds to the creation of new signaling state
at the sender. As discussed earlier, this results in a trigger message being sent to install state at the receiver. After a
channel delay, one of two events can occur. First, the trigger message can successfully reach the destination. This event
occurs with probability G!\ffS ` a O , and is modeled by the transition from state GbQNLSTO c to state X with rate G!\ffS ` a O-]
_
.
The second possibility is that the trigger message is lost. This event occurs with probability ` a , and is represented by
the transition from GbQNLSTO-c to GRQNLSTO!d with rate `Na ]
_
. Eventually a refresh message will reach the destination. Since
refreshes are sent periodically with interval  , and each message reaches the destination with probability ( \eS `
a ), there
is a transition from GRQKL$STOVd to state X with rate G!\fS `Na O]6 .
The update process is similar to the setup process. When the state is consistent, i.e., the Markov chain is in state
X , a state update causes the Markov chain to transit from = to state YXgc at rate
Z
[
. The trigger message successfully
arrives at the receiver with probability ( \hS `Ka ) and average delay
_
, which corresponds to a transition back to X at
rate GV\US ` a O-]
_
. While in YX c , the loss of the trigger message causes the Markov chain to transit to state YX d at rate
`
a
]
_
a . With rate GV\TS ` a O-]6 , the Markov chain transits from state YX d back to state X . Note that an update may also
occur when the system is in state GbQNL$STO d or state YX d , which causes the Markov chain to transit to state GRQKL$STO c or state
YXc respectively with rate
Z
[
. Our model serializes events in the signaling process. For example, it does not allow a
state update while a trigger message is on its way to the receiver. We assume that an update happens either before a
previous trigger message is sent out or after the trigger message has already reached the receiver (or has been lost).
9Sender signaling state is removed at rate
Z
M , i.e., a sender has a session of mean length \6]
Z
M9i If the signaling
state is removed at the sender before the receiver has obtained the state, the Markov chain simply transits from GbQNLSTOjd
to the absorption state G!SULSTO . However, if the receiver has already installed state information either consistently or
inconsistently, i.e., the system in state YXd or state X , the Markov chain transits to state GVSUL!QWOjc . Thereafter, the receiver
must wait for the state-timeout timer to expire in order to remove the orphaned state. We model this by letting the
Markov chain transit from state GVSUL!QkO c to state G!SULSTO with rate \6]> . Note that the Markov model for SS does not
include the GVSUL!QkO d state in Fig. 3.
Finally, state can be removed at the destination due to the lack of refresh messages before the state-timeout timer
expires. This is modeled by a Markov chain transition from states X , YXld , to state GRQKL$STOVd with rate
Z ^
i Since such false
removal only happens when all refresh messages within a state timeout timer duration have been lost, we approximate
the probability of this event as `nmporq-sKta . Therefore,
Z ^
can be expressed as
Z ^
X
c
o
`umporq-sNt
a . Note that, the model does
not allow a state transition from YXlc to GRQNLSTOc6L due to the serialization considerations noted above.
Soft-State with Explicit Removal (SS+ER) model: Recall that in SS+ER, a signaling message carries explicit
state removal information (in addition to the state-timeout mechanism) to remove signaling state. We model this
explicit removal by modifying the state removal process in the SS model as follows. When the Markov chain enters
state G!SUL!QkO c as a result of sender state removal, an explicit state removal message is sent out. With probability ( \vS ` a )
and after a channel delay, this message arrives at the destination and triggers the removal of the corresponding state.
We model this by letting the Markov chain transit from G!SULVQWOjc to the absorbing state GVSUL$STO with rate G!\US `Na O-]
_
.
The loss of the explicit removal message causes the Markov chain to transit from G!SUL!QkOwc to G!SUL!QkO!d . From there, the
system transits to the absorbing state G!SULSTO at rate \>]6 , capturing the state removal caused by the state-timeout timer
expiration.
Soft-State with Reliable Trigger messages (SS+RT) model: The Markov model for SS+RT differs from the
model for SS in that, when a trigger message carrying state setup/update information is lost, either a successful refresh
message or a successful retransmission of the trigger message can bring the Markov chain from state YX d or state GbQNLSTO d
to state X with rate GV\6]>yxz\6]9ffO|{}G!\fS ` a O .
Soft-State with Reliable Trigger/Removal message (SS+RTR) model: The Markov model for SS+RTR differs
from the model for SS+RT in that, when an explicit removal message is lost, the system waits for the state-timeout
timer to expire or a successful retransmission of the removal message to go into state G!SULSTO . Thus the transition rate
from state GVSUL!QWOVd to state GVSUL$STO is \>]6~xzGV\fS `Na O-]> .
Hard-State (HS) model: The HS model is similar to the SS+RTR model, except that the transition rates associated
with refresh messages and state-timeout timers are excluded. In addition, as discussed in Section II, the HS approach
must rely on an external signal to recover from sender failure. Accounting for the related cost of such an external signal
is difficult, since it depends on the underlying scheme that performs the failure-detection for the hard-state approach.
For instance, a link-layer sensing mechanism provides failure detection to HS signaling without introducing extra
signals; whereas failure-detection relying on an underlying “heart-beat” exchanging mechanism may have an overall
overhead comparable to that of SS+RTR. Nonetheless, we consider the failure-detection as a separate component in
the system architecture with the signaling mechanism. Therefore, in our paper, we exclude this part from the analysis.
However, we assume that the external signal can be falsely generated with rate
Z
, which causes a faulty removal of a
signaling state in the HS approach.
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We summarize the protocol-specific state transition of the Markov chain for different signaling approaches in Table
1, where
ZN
denotes the state transition rate from Markov state  to  .
Transition rates SS SS+ER SS+RT SS+RTR HS
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MODEL TRANSITIONS
2) Model Solution and Performance Calculations: Using this model, we can now study the performance
of the signaling approaches discussed in Section II. We are interested in the following metrics: the inconsistency
ratio,  , defined as the fraction of time that the signaling sender and receiver do not have consistent state values; and
the normalized average signaling message rate,  , defined as 
X
Z
M6 , where  is the total number of signaling
messages required during the lifetime of a signaling session (i.e., time from when the signaling state is initiated until
it is removed from the system), and \6]
Z
M is the expected lifetime of the sender’s signaling session. Since the lifetime
of the signaling session at the receiver varies with the signaling approach while \>]
Z
M is invariant, the normalization
provides a fair comparison between different signaling approaches.
To obtain the inconsistency ratio,  , we need to know the fraction of time that the system spends outside state GXUOPL
before it eventually transits to the absorbing state G!SULSTO . This is equivalent to evaluating the sum of the stationary
probabilities of the inconsistent states in the recurrent Markov model where the absorption state G!SULSTO and the starting
state GRQKL$STO-c are merged. Let 

be the stationary probability of the recurrent Markov model in state  . We have the
following expression for  :
X 
pŁKI
x
$Ł¡
x



x



x
e jI
x
 P
X¢\£S¤
 (1)
To obtain the total signaling message overhead,  , we need to compute the average lifetime of a signaling state, ¥ ,
and the mean signaling message rate  :

X ¥¦{ (2)
Here, ¥ is derived from calculating the mean time to absorption for state GRQKL$STO c in the transient Markov model,
and  is obtained by considering in which state and with what rate each of signaling messages - explicit trigger and
removal messages, soft-state refresh messages, retransmission and acknowledgment messages - are generated during
the signaling process. We proceed as follows.
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With a successfully transmitted trigger message, the Markov chain transits from state GRQKL$STOwc or YXc to state X , and
if a trigger message is lost, the Markov chain transits from state GRQNLSTOjc to GbQNLSTO!d or from YXc to YXhd . Thus the mean
message rate for explicit triggers, W§¨ , is,
}§¨©X 
pŁKIjZ
pŁK-

xy



Zr

 

x

pŁKIjZ
pŁK-ŁpŁK
xy



Zr

 



(3)
Similarly, the mean message rate for explicit removal, k§Vª , is
 §!ª Xz
 j  Z
e j  ŁeŁ¡
x
 j  Z
e j  Łe j 
(4)
Soft-state refresh messages are generated at mean rate \6]> when the Markov chain is in states GRQKL$STO d , X , or YX d .
Therefore the mean message rate for refresh messages,  ª , can be expressed as,
 ª X
\

{G
pŁK 
x

x



O (5)
If trigger messages are transmitted reliably, retransmissions will be generated at rate \6]9 when the chain is in states
GRQNLSTO
d and YX d , and acknowledgment messages will be generated for every transition to state X . Therefore, the mean
message rate for reliable triggers,  ª¨ , can be computed by,

ª¨
X
\

G
pŁ¡

xy



O
x¬«



Z



x
ZK^
G

x



O (6)
The third term of }ª¨ is caused by false removal, since a reliable trigger scheme requires the signaling destination to
send a message to the signaling sender notifying it of the removal. Similarly, for reliable removal, the mean message
rate }ª-ª is:
ª-ªTX
\


e j
x
 PjZe jIjŁeŁ¡
x
 P$Z
e jwŁeŁ¡
(7)
In summary, the overall mean message rate for different signaling protocols are as follows:
SS ­®X  §¨ xy ª
SS+ER ­®¯Xz}§¨
xy}ªnxy}§!ª
SS+RT ­®¯Xz}§¨
xy}ªnxy}ª¨
SS+RTR ­®¯Xz}§¨
xy}ªnxy}§!ª°x}ªV¨xy}ªª
HS ­®X }§¨
xy}ªV¨xy}ª-ªnxy}§!ª
3) Model Evaluation: We now compare and contrast the performance of the five different signaling approaches
using our modeling framework. In order to use representative parameter values, let us consider as an example, the
signaling process between a Kazaa regular peer (hereafter, simply referred to as a peer) and its supernode (as described
in the beginning of Section III-A). Unless otherwise noted, we use the following default parameters: ` a X²± i ±³ ,
_
X²´±9µ·¶ , \>]
ZN[
X¸³9±¶ , \>]
Z
M¹Xº\$»±¼±¶ , ²X¾½¼¶ , ¿X¸´¼ , ºXÁÀ
_
, and
Z

X¾±
i
±¼±±k\ . These parameter
values are chosen to capture the behavior of a Kazaa session: a signaling state is added when the peer starts the Kazaa
application, and is updated when the peer changes its collection of shared files (e.g., a new file is downloaded into
its shared directory). When the peer exits the Kazaa application, the peer-state maintained by the supernode should
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be deleted. If this state is not removed at the supernode, an inconsistent state will occur. As a result, the supernode
may respond to other peers incorrectly (e.g., directing them to an already departed peer; these other peers may then
fruitlessly contact the departed peer, decreasing the usability of the application).
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Fig. 4. Comparison against the time that a singling state exists at the sender (i.e., session length), ËwÌÍWÎ
Impact of session length ( \>] Z M ). We first study the performance of different signaling approaches as a function of
the expected amount of time that signaling state is installed at the signaling sender, GV\6]
Z
M
O . In our Kazaa example, this
corresponds to a peer’s average session length. In Figure 4 (a), we plot the inconsistency ratio  , and in Figure 4 (b),
we plot the normalized average signaling message rate  for the different signaling approaches. Figure 4 provides a
number of insights into the single-hop signaling system:
 When the expected session length increases, both the inconsistency ratio and the average signaling message rate
decrease for all signaling approaches. In the context of our Kazaa example, this implies that if Kazaa is used mostly
by peers who tend to turn themselves off shortly after starting, as opposed to remaining on for long periods, (e.g.,
peers use Kazaa for 5 minutes every hour versus 2 hours every day), the system is likely to incur more signaling
overhead, with supernodes responding to queries based on stale information.
 Comparing SS+ER to SS, we note that the improvement of SS+ER over SS (using the inconsistency ratio as the
performance metric) becomes more significant as the average session length decreases. Even when the average
session length is on the order of thousands of seconds, the benefit of adding explicit removal is still non-negligible.
This is due to the fact that removing orphaned state requires a relatively long wait for the timeout timer to expire,
in the absence of explicit removal. More importantly, considering the average message rate in Figure 4, we find
that when the average session length is on the order of thousands of seconds, the addition of explicit removal
introduces negligible signaling message overhead compared to the SS approach. While the cost of including this
capability is so low, our model indicates that it is very useful to include explicit removal in soft-state signaling in
such circumstances. This is because that the “penalty” of not using explicit removal is so high.
 Figure 4(a) indicates that the performance gain (in terms of a reduced inconsistency ratio) achieved by introducing
reliable triggers becomes significant when the peers’ average session length is long. This is evidenced by the fact
that when the average session length is long, the five approaches are differentiated according to whether or not they
provide reliable triggers. Conversely, when the average session length is shorter (towards the left of Figure 4(a))
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the five approaches are grouped on the basis of how state removal is performed: those without explicit removal
(SS, SS+RT), those with explicit removal (SS+ER) and those with reliable removal (SS+RTR, HS). We note that
for long sessions, when the differences in trigger message reliability is most pronounced, the inconsistency ratio
is relatively low for all approaches. Also, as shown in Fig. 4(b), the limited benefit of SS+RT over SS comes
with non-trivial additional signaling overhead. Thus, for these application parameters, providing reliable trigger
messages does not appear to be very crucial.
 SS+RTR provides essentially the same inconsistency ratio as HS. This suggests that beyond explicit removal and
reliable transmission, any enhancements to soft-state refresh mechanism can provide only modest gains (if any) in
the inconsistency ratio. Indeed, in some cases SS+RTR already performs slightly better than HS.
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Figure 5 plots the inconsistency ratio for different signaling approaches for various loss rates (a) and delays (b).
Figure 5(a) indicates that even for modest loss rates (e.g., 5%), reliable transmission significantly improves the perfor-
mance of soft-state protocols. Figure 5(b) plots the inconsistency ratio versus the one-way sender-to-receiver delay. We
observe an approximately linear increase in the inconsistency ratio under all signaling approaches. However, signaling
approaches with reliable transmission exhibit a slightly larger slope. This is because the value of the retransmission
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timer is generally proportional to the channel delay. Thus, to recover from loss, approaches with reliable transmission
suffers longer latencies in an environment with longer transmission delays, while soft-state approaches that only rely
on a refresh mechanism do not.
Impact of timer conguration. There are three different timers used in the five signaling approaches we consider:
the soft-state refresh timer, the soft-state state-timeout timer and the retransmission timer. Figure 6 explores the per-
formance of different soft-state signaling approaches under different soft-state refresh timer settings. Since HS does
not employ a refresh mechanism, it is shown as a ‘ Ø ’ on the y-axis. When the refresh timer value changes, we set the
state-timeout timer to be 3 times the value of the refresh timer. Figure 6 reveals an interesting tradeoff between having
a short refresh timer (to reduce the inconsistency ratio) and a long refresh timer (to keep signaling message overhead
low).
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Overall Cost. As discussed earlier, there are two components of overall cost: signaling message cost, and
application-specific costs arising from inconsistent state in the sender and receiver. For example, we saw earlier that
for IGMP, this latter cost was the transmission of unwanted multicast data; in the case of Kazaa, this latter cost was
the additional overhead caused by the supernode providing peers with pointers to already departed peers. To evalu-
ate the cost of both signaling overhead and application-specific costs resulting from state inconsistency, we define an
integrated cost ( Ú ) as
ÚÛXzÜÝ{$xy
 (8)
where Ü indicates the relative weight of application-specific cost due to inconsistent signaling state. In Kazaa, for
example, Ü might be interpreted as the number of signaling messages associated with fruitless queries that are caused
by inconsistent file-sharing state at the supernode. In the following, we set Ü to be 10 (msg/sec).
In Figure 7, we plot the integrated cost associated with different signaling approaches versus the soft-state refresh
timer value, (  ). From this figure, we observe that there exists relatively sensitive optimal operating points for SS
and SS+RT, above which the inconsistency cost increases substantially and below which the message signaling cost
increases significantly. Such an optimal operating point also exists for SS+ER, although the integrated cost is not very
sensitive to rather longer refresh timer values. Last, for SS+RTR, a longer timer value is preferred, and when the timer
is large enough (on the order of 100s of seconds), it provides comparable performance to the hard-state approach.
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Figure 8 (a) explores the impact of different state timeout timer values on the inconsistency ratio of soft-state
approaches. Here we fix the state refresh timer to be 5 seconds and vary the state-timeout timer. The results indicate
that, when the state-timeout timer is shorter than the refresh timer, all soft-state based approaches perform poorly, since
refresh messages arrive too late to “keep alive” the signaling state at the signaling receiver. Once the state-timeout timer
value is greater than the refresh timer value, the different approaches behave very differently: SS+RTR does well with
long timeout values, since the longer the timeout timer, the less likely it is that a state is falsely removed due to loss
of refresh messages. SS and SS+ER do best when the state-timeout timer is approximately twice the length of the
refresh timer, so that the probability of false removal is reduced. However, since longer timeout timers add larger
delays to remove orphaned state, SS and SS+ER also require the state timeout timer to be short enough to avoid such
problems. Recall that SS+RT employs a notification mechanism in which the signaling receiver informs the signaling
sender about state removals and the signaling sender recovers from a false removal by sending another trigger message.
Since SS+RT is the most sensitive to the process of removing orphaned state and its notification mechanism reduces the
penalty of false removal, it works best with a timeout timer value that is just slightly larger than that of the state-refresh
timer.
Figure 8 (b) explores the impact of different retransmission timer values on the inconsistency ratio of the five
signaling approaches. Since HS depends only on explicit reliable transmissions for state setup/update/removal, it is the
most sensitive to changes in the retransmission timer  i
Tradeoff between inconsistency ratio and average signaling message rate. By varying the soft-state refresh
timer, we study the tradeoff between the inconsistency ratio and the average signaling message rate of different sig-
naling approaches, and show the results in Figure 9. Since hard-state does not use the refresh timer, neither the
inconsistency ratio nor the average signaling message rate vary with  ; in Figure 9, hard-state is shown as a single
point Ø . Figure 9 also indicates that the consistency quality of SS+RTR is not sensitive to soft-state refresh rate (which
is determined by the refresh timer), whereas the consistency qualities of the other soft-state approaches change with the
signaling overhead. We also examined the tradeoffs between inconsistency ratio and signaling overhead based on other
system or design parameters. Figure 10 shows the tradeoff between the inconsistency ratio and the message overhead
by varying the signaling state update rate
Z
[
(Figure 10 (a)) and by varying the signaling channel delay
_
(Figure 10
(b)). From Figure 10 (a), we observe that for large inconsistency probability ( â¬± i ±+\ ), to achieve the same consistency
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quality, SS uses the least amount of signaling messages comparing to all other signaling approaches; On the other hand,
to achieve small inconsistency probability ( ãz± i ±±9À ), HS should be used to save the signaling overhead. From Figure
10 (b), we observe that the tradeoff curves are not sensitive to changing signaling channel delays.
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While our model assumes exponentially distributed timer values, in practice, signaling protocols usually use deter-
ministic timers. To investigate the impact of our exponential assumption on the timer values, we build simulations that
use deterministic timers under the same system settings. Our simulation results indicate that using deterministic timers
does not affect our observations and conclusions. For example, in comparison to the evaluation results shown in Figure
4, the inconsistency ratio slightly differs ( ãå\6æ ) between the analytical and the simulation results with deterministic
timers. For average signaling message rate, the difference between the analytical and the simulation results is between
½æ to \6½æ , while the qualitative relative behavior for different signaling protocols remains unchanged. Figure 11
depicts the results, where the simulation results are shown as dotted curves with 95% confidence interval. Simulation
results, in comparison to the evaluation results shown in Figure 6, are shown in Figure 12, where we also observe small
performance difference (less than 3%) between the schemes of using deterministic timers and using exponential timers.
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B. Signaling in a Multi-hop System
In this subsection, we consider the case in which only the end systems (the signaling sender and receiver) but
also intermediate routers or relay nodes must maintain signaling state. This would occur, for example, in the case the
intermediate routers need to maintain a bandwidth reservation for communication between the end systems. Figure
13 illustrates the abstract model of a multi-hop signaling system that involves a single signaling sender and a chain
of signaling destinations. We require that signaling state generated at the signaling sender be maintained at all nodes
along the path between the signaling sender and the final destination.
ñ ò
ólôõlö÷lø
Fig. 13. A sample of a multi-hop system
1) Model for Multi-hop Systems: In Section III-A, we identified various factors that influence the performance
of signaling protocols in the single-hop scenario. Many of the results are directly applicable here as well. In this
section, we focus on the unique issues that arise in the case of multiple hops. We focus on the stationary process in a
multi-hop signaling system, in which a state is updated at the signaling sender, and changes must be propagated to all
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receivers. To simplify our model, we consider the lifetime of a state to be infinity (
Z
Mùûú ). We model state updates
as a Poisson process with rate
Z [
.
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Fig. 14. A five-hops system with three consistent hops
Our modeling framework for a multi-hop system is an extension of the single-hop model. Let  be the total
number of hops (links) in a multi-hop system and  the number of consistent hops (links). We assume that these hops
are homogeneous, i.e., they have identical channel loss rate (`a ) and mean channel delay (
_
), and assume that channel
losses are independent. Here, we define a consistent hop to be a hop (link) with two ends having consistent state
information. Figure 14 illustrates a five-hop (  X½ ) system with three consistent hops ( X´ ).
We define the state space as zXWGrLP¶6O , where ± is the number of consistent hops, and ¶ is a special
variable taking on values of 0 or 1 to indicate whether the Markov chain is in a fast path Markov state ( ¶ X~± ) or a
slow path ( ¶ X~\ ) Markov state. The distinction between a fast path Markov state and a slow path Markov state will
be made clear later. In addition to the GffrLj¶6O states, there is a special state for HS signaling, fi , that models the period
when the HS system recovers from a false removal.
We next describe the model transitions for the pure soft-state protocol (SS), the soft-state protocol enhanced with
hop-by-hop reliable transmission (SS+RT), and the hard-state protocol (HS).
Modeling SS protocol transitions. Under SS, state updates are carried by trigger messages sent to signaling
receiver(s). A trigger message may be lost at any of the hops. If a trigger message is lost, a refresh message carrying
identical information will eventually reach the signaling receiver(s) and make the receiver(s) state consistent. A state is
removed if the timeout timer expires due to losses of all refresh messages sent during the timeout interval. Note that if
a timeout occurs in one node, all receivers beyond this node in the linear topology will also time out, because they too
will not receive the refresh messages. We use the Markov model in Figure 15 to model the SS protocol in the multi-hop
environment.
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Fig. 15. Markov model for end-to-end soft-state approach
Consider the state update process. When signaling state is updated at the signaling sender, the Markov chain
transits to state GI±WLP±O from other Markov states. State G±WLP±O represents the case in which no hop is consistent (  X¦± )
and a trigger message is on its way to the next hop (i.e., the model is in the so-called fast path state, ¶ffX ± ).
After a one-hop channel delay, two things may happen to the trigger message. First, it may successfully reach
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the next receiver, making this hop consistent. Thus, the system transits from G±kL-±O to G!\9LP±O , or more generally from
state GLP±O to state G
x\9L-±O , with rate GV\S `Na O]
_
. The second possibility is that the trigger is lost, in which case the
model transitions from G±kL-±O to G±WL\O , or more generally from state GLP±O to state G-L$\6O , with rate `¡a ]
_
and waits for a
subsequent refresh message (i.e., the model is in a slow path state, ¶ffX \ ).
Since we assume that refresh intervals are exponentially distributed with mean  , and the probability that a refresh
message generated at the sender reaches across the  -th hop is G!\ÝS ` a O

, the transition rate from state GS \9L$\6O to state
G-L-±O is GV\fS ` a O

]6 . Eventually, the system can transit to state G@L$\6O , either via fast path state G S¹\9L-±O or via slow
path state G@ S¹\¼L$\6O .
In addition, the state-timeout timers at signaling destinations may expire due to lost refresh messages. Assume hop
 is the first hop in the chain where a state timeout occurs, (in this case, the timer of the corresponding states at the
Tx \ -th to the  -th hops will also expire). When this happens, we let the Markov chain transit to state GÄ¼L$\O with rate
Z

§




c
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
c
 . Transition rate
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vrt approximates the probability that the timeout happens at
the GUx \6O -th signaling receiver, but not at any preceding hop.
Model transitions for SS+RT protocol. Under SS+RT protocol, when the system is trapped in a slow path state,
both a successful retransmission of the trigger message and a successful refresh message can make the corresponding
hop consistent. This is because that reliable transmission is used. Therefore, in SS+RT, the transition rate from state
GeS¬\9L\O to state G-LP±O becomes
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Fig. 16. Markov model for hard-state signaling approach
Model transitions for Hard-state (HS) protocol. In HS, reliable trigger messages (propagated reliably hop-by-
hop) are used to update state along the signaling path. Neither refresh messages nor soft-state timeout removal are
employed. Thus, a state transition from state GfS \9L\O to state (i,0) is achieved via retransmission only, and the
transition rate is
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As in the case of the single hop system, we model false removals, at each receiver, as an independent Poisson
process with rate
ZN
. Thus, the system transits from a slow path state to the recovery state ( fi ) with rate 
Z
. As
discussed in Section II, a receiver is notified by an external signal when any failure (e.g., link failure) happens. This
receiver then sends messages to inform other receivers and the sender of the failure. On receipt of such a message, other
receivers remove their associated state(s). If the sender receives such message, it sends a trigger signaling message to
re-install state. We model this by letting the system transit from the fi state to the G±kL-±O state with rate dÃÅÄ , an
approximation that captures the expected latency for the sender to initiate the recovery process.
2) Multi-hop Model Solution and Results: The solution of the multi-hop model is similar to that of the
single-hop model. Let 

be the stationary probability of the multi-hop model in state  . The inconsistency ratio  for
multi-hop system is
X¢\fS 

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
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
(12)
The mean signaling message rate  for the SS approach is
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where, Ç
É
is the expected number of messages
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t is the expected number of hops that a packet is lost before it arrives at the Ê -th hop,
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The mean signaling message rate for SS+RT approach is
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and the mean signaling message rate for HS is
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We examine the inconsistency ratio and signaling message overhead of the three multi-hop signaling approaches.
In choosing model parameters, we consider the process of reserving bandwidth along a multi-hop path as an example.
Unless otherwise specified, we use the following default parameters:  X¦³9± , ` a X¦± i ±³ and
_
X ´¼±¼µ¶ at each hop,
\6]
ZN[
Xàß¼±¶ ,  Xå½¶ , ºX ´9 , ~X À
_
, and
Z

X
`Þá
a . We focus on investigating the impact of multiple hops on
performance.
In Figure 17, we plot the fraction of time that the  -th hop is inconsistent, where the total number of hops is 20.
We observe that the inconsistency associated with a hop on the signaling path increases, as the hop is further away
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Fig. 17. Fraction of time that the ä -th hop is inconsistent, where ËÅåæäçåéè and èëêì:í
from the signaling sender. This increasing inconsistency exhibits an approximately linearly trend for all signaling
approaches. Combining hop-by-hop reliable triggers with the end-to-end soft-state approach significantly improves the
consistency at all signaling hops, with the consistency of SS+RT being comparable to that of the hard-state approach.
In our evaluation, the hard-state (HS) approach has slightly higher consistency than SS+RT. This is due to the effect
of a state being falsely removed upon the expiration of a state timeout timer in the SS+RT approach, and since the
soft-state refresh messages are generated from the sender only, state timeout is more likely to happen at the receivers
far (more hops away) from the sender.
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Fig. 18. Inconsistency ratio and signaling message rate against total number of hops
Figure 18 plots both the inconsistency rate (on the left) and the signaling message rate (on the right) as a function
of the number of hops in the multi-hop system. We observe that both inconsistency and signaling message overhead
monotonically increase with an increasing number of hops. From Figure 18, comparing the hard-state approach (HS)
and the soft-state with reliable trigger approach (SS+RT), indicates that the consistency of the pure soft-state approach
(SS) is more sensitive an increase in the number of hops. Figure 18(b) suggests that adding a reliable trigger to end-
to-end soft-state approach, while significantly improving consistency, introduces little additional signaling overhead.
This benefit increases as the number of signaling hops increases.
We also evaluated the impact of system and design parameters on the performance of multi-hop signaling ap-
proaches. Figure 19 shows the impact of soft-state refresh timer  on the performance of signaling approaches, SS,
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Fig. 19. Comparison against soft-state refresh timer × , multi-hop case
SS+RT and HS for a multi-hop system. From Figure 19 (a), we observe that when the soft-state refresh timer is rela-
tively small ( ãÛ± i î ¶ ), the inconsistency ratio of SS decreases when  increases; however when the soft-state refresh
timer gets larger ( â ± i"î ¶ ), the inconsistency ratio of SS significantly increases with the increasing value of  . On
the other hand, the inconsistency ratio of SS+RT decreases with the increasing refresh timer value, until it reaches an
optimal value at the point of  X \$±¶ . From Figure 19 (b), we observe that with increasing soft-state refresh timer, the
average signaling message rate for both SS and SS+RT decreases.
IV. RELATED WORK
The most closely related work to our present work is [15], the first effort to develop analytic models of soft-state
protocols, and also the first (and only) that has sought to develop a more principled understanding of soft-state protocols.
The model in [15] considered link loss and a state deletion probability, and introduced the metric of inconsistency that
we have adopted here. There are a number of important differences in our works. The two protocols considered in
[15] correspond closely to our SS and SS+RT protocols. A single server queuing network is used to model the system
consistency for a single-hop soft-state (SS) signaling system. However, there are several counterintuitive observations
that result from their model. Based on their model, the length of time that a signaling state is maintained in the system
depends on the rate of new states being generated and the service capacity of the signaling channel (As a concrete
example, this would correspond to a session’s holding time being dependent on the bandwidth of the signaling channel,
an assumption that is unrealistic). In our study, we assume that the time that a signaling state exists in the system is
application dependent and independent of signaling channel bandwidth. In addition, due to model artifacts in Raman
& MacCane’s model, the soft-state refresh timer also depends on the rate of generating new signaling states and
the channel service capacity, and as the capacity of the signaling channel increases the degree of inconsistency also
increases. Our model, by creating an absorbing state, avoids such rather counterintuitive result. More importantly,
while [15] considers only state setup, we consider both state installation, state updates, and state removal as integral
parts of a spectrum of signaling protocols.
In Raman & MacCane’s work, the authors proposed a modification for the soft-state signaling protocol, where a
NACK message is sent by the receiver when a signaling message is detected to be lost, and they assume that when
message loss happens, the receiver learns of this loss instantaneously. A priority queue is used at the sender to transmit
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signaling messages, where messages corresponding to new states and messages that are detected to be lost are sent with
a higher priority. This protocol is essentially the SS+RT signaling protocol that we propose in our work. However, in
our work, retransmissions of lost messages are controlled by a separate state retransmission timer (  ), while in Raman
& MacCane’s work, such retransmission timer depends on channel capacity and other parameters. In addition, Raman
& MacCane use simulation to evaluate the parameters that affect the consistency performance of their modified soft-
state approach, while in our study, our generic model can be used to analyze the performance of both SS and SS+RT
signaling systems.
Other than SS and SS+RT signaling protocols, in our work, we also consider a broader range of protocols, including
those that adopt a number of hard-state features (including the SS+ER and HS protocols). We built a generic Markovian
model to analyze the performance of all the signaling systems that we have identified. More generally our aim is
not just to understand soft-state protocols but to compare and contrast a variety of signaling approaches and their
mechanisms, ranging from a “pure” soft state, to soft-state approaches augmented with explicit state removal and/or
reliable signaling, to a “pure” hard state approach.
Two works that have addressed more narrow aspects of soft-state protocol operation include [16], which inves-
tigated techniques to dynamically set soft-state timer values, and [12], which investigated a scheme to use different
soft-state timers for trigger and refresh messages.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we have compared and contrasted the performance of a variety of signaling approaches ranging from
a “pure” soft-state approach, to soft-state approaches augmented with explicit state removal and/or reliable signaling,
to a “pure” hard-state approach. Our goal in doing so was not to argue whether a hard-state or a soft-state approach was
“better” in some absolute sense. Instead, noting protocols that fall into one category will adopt mechanisms typically
associated with the other, we sought to understand how the mechanisms that have evolved into being included in various
hard-state and soft-state signaling protocols can best be used in given situations, and why. We defined a set of generic
protocols that lay at various points along the hard-state/soft-state spectrum and developed a unified parameterized
analytic model that allows us study their performance. Indeed the fact that a single model can capture a range of
signaling protocols (from pure soft-state to hard-state, and variations in between) suggests that the protocols are not as
different as one might think. Our results indicate that among the class of soft-state approaches, a soft-state approach
coupled with explicit removal substantially improves state consistency, while introducing little additional signaling
message overhead. The addition of reliable explicit setup/update/removal further allows the soft-state approach to
achieve comparable (and sometimes better) consistency than that of the hard-state approach.
Our focus on this paper has been primarily quantitative and performance oriented. We are currently exploring
various ways to quantify the non-performance-orientedcomplexity of various signaling approaches. Here, architectural
issues such as the coupling of signaling with other system components (e.g., the fact that hard-state protocols require
an external notification mechanism, or an addition internal heartbeat mechanism), will be important.
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